
Gardening Knee Pads by Metric USA Helps With
one of America's Most Popular Hobbies
CULVER CITY, CA, UNITED STATES,
August 1, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Gardening has always been one of
America’s most popular hobbies. From
the very young to the more senior
citizens like myself, we all love to play in
the dirt!  It gives one a great sense of
satisfaction when you plant a few seeds
and tend to them and few days later, start
to see the fruits of your labor. You can
plant healthy vegetables, fruits or colorful
flowers. Studies have shown that
gardening is s effective stress reliever.
Being out in the garden promotes health
thru exercise and you could get nutritious
vegetables & fruits.
One drawback to spending hours
gardening is you tend to end up with
scratched or sore knees, not to mention
dirt on your pant knees. This is where
Gardening Knee Pads by Metric USA
helps.  Re-enforced padded knee caps
on their knee pads contour to your knees

and are water resistant. The garden knee pads are securely held in place by 2 extra-long soft elastic
straps which fasten on to 2 extra-long Velcro strips 4 inches long which virtually guarantee a custom
fit for all shapes and sizes of knees.
Metric USA’s Gardening Knee Pads are made out of it’s Metric66, the material that  Metric Products
uses in their bra cups for high end lingerie. It has the benefit of being cool and comfortable as it is
designed to be worn next to the skin. Pockets on the inside of the knee pads help with air circulation.
If the knee pads get dirty, care is minimal. They can be hand washed and laid flat to dry.
Metric USA offers a no-quibble, 100% Money Back Guarantee, if customers are not satisfied with their
gardening knee pads.
Gardening Knee Pads by Metric USA are available on Amazon.com
https://www.amazon.com/Gardening-Metric-USA-Comfortable-Breathable/dp/B01DBJANJ4/

More information about the brand and their products can be found on their brand page. 
About Gardening Knee Pads by Metric USA

Metric USA has been in business for closing in on 70 years. Their Gardening Knee Pads are a
product within the Metric Products group. More information about Metric Products and their
Gardening Knee Pads can be seen at their brand page http://www.amazon.com/Metric-
USA/pages/default?pageId=TO2GCZJ5CBUH88M&channel= 
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